INSTINCT,  INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
uncomfortable sitting among these nettles Not everything
is imagination. I stoop down to the stone, I walk towards
a second possible place, I move my head from side to side
seeking and trying other places. There is plenty of trial
and rejection. There may even be fires actually begun
and rejected only after failure. But much of the trial is
trial in imagination only, image-experimenting. This form
of experimenting is undoubtedly rare among animals, and
unknown among lower animals. But imagery, which makes
it possible, is almost certainly found in some monkeys,
in some raccoons, and probably in other animals. In man,
imagery is rich and abundant, at any rate in children
and in untutored minds. In minds more accustomed to
what is called abstract thinking, the imagery is less obvious,
but is probably in great measure still present, though now
it has become imagery of words and symbols For the
present, however, let us make a short study of concrete
imagery, of images which are like the real things, though,
being less vivid and unaccompanied by certain expected
concomitants, they are not mistaken for the real things.
Images can be experienced in terms of each of the senses ,
we can not only see with the mind's eye, we can hear, feel,
smell, taste, etc., in an inner way equally well—at least
equally well is true of some people. Read through the follow-
ing passage in a quiet room, closing the eyes from time to
time to assist in visualizing, and keeping on the alert for
any actual images of smell or taste or motion :
The scene, as I remember it, had a magical charm. On the
left, by the feide of the lane, rose a crazy footpath of boards and
posts with a wooden handrail, and a sluice 01 two belou Beyond,
the deep rmllpool slept, dark and still, all fiinged with trees. On
the right the stream flowed off among the meadows, disappearing
into an arch of greenery On the bank stood the shuttered,
humming mill, the water wheel spla&hmg and thundeung, liko
a prisoned giant, in a pent hoube of its own. It was a feaiful joy
to look in and bee it use dripping, huge and black, with tho
fre&h smoll of the river water all about it (benson, The House
of Quiet).
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